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Theoretical investigation of epitaxial deformation and the hcp-bcc transition of alkali metals

Weixue Li* and Tzuchiang Wang
Laboratory for Nonlinear Mechanics of Continuous Media (LNM), Institute of Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences,

Beijing 100080, People’s Republic of China
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The deformation of alkali metals K, Rb, and Cs under epitaxial deformation is studied via theab initio
pseudopotential plane wave method using the local-density approximation. Under loading from the stable fcc
phase, metastable states along directions@001#, @111#, and@201# are identified. One metastable state, presented
at direction@201#, has a very low symmetry in contrast to the planes@001# and@201#. Our results show that the
softening direction and sequences of growth is significantly affected by the existence of the metastable states
and magnitude of the energy barrier. The resulting softening sequences from soft to hard are@201#, @110#,
@001#, and @111# under biaxial compression and@001#, @111#, @201#, and @110# under biaxial tension. An
orthorhombic deformation path is used to investigate the fact, that the structure of the alkali films K and Cs
evolve from the quasihexagonal structure into the~110!-oriented bcc structure, observed by experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, epitaxial growth of metal films and superlattic
have attracted much interest1–6 due to their unusual physica
properties. Most metal-metal superlattices have been gr
for elements in different crystal structures~e.g., fcc/bcc! and
with considerable size mismatch. Furthermore, eleme
metals and alloys have been found to form epitaxially
structures that are unstable in the bulk form.7–10 These sys-
tems are usually strained due to film-substrate lattice m
match. Among the various modes of epitaxial grow
pseudomorphic epitaxy, i.e., coherent epitaxy, is a spe
one.6,11–13 For the lattice mismatch and coherence betwe
substrate and film, both isotropic expansive and compres
strain can be loaded on the film, while the stress perpend
lar to the film vanishes. The strain is elastic and can
highly nonlinear. A stable structure of elemental meta
which are unstable in bulk form, can be found. If the stru
ture corresponds to a local minimum of energy and is free
stress with respect to the epitaxial deformations, it is calle
‘‘phase’’ of the material. Such a phase will be stable or me
stable depending on whether it has the lowest energy c
pared to other local minima.13 Metals can have variou
phases with different symmetry, e.g., Na and Rb~Refs.
14,15! with bcc and fcc phase, Ti and V~Refs. 15,16! with
cubic and tetragonal phase. They can also have phases
other symmetries, e.g., heavy alkali metals with an hcp ph
and a special phase without any simple structure, which
be shown in the following.

The objectives of the present paper are threefold: first
investigate the isotropic epitaxial strain on the four plan
@i.e., ~100!, ~110!, ~111!, and~201! planes#, and studied pos-
sible metastable states. Second to discuss the relation
tween softness of epitaxial growth, the existence of the m
stable state, and the magnitude of the energy barrier a
the various directions in details. Finally, try to explain t
structural transition of alkali metals observed by expe
ments. The main results are the following:~1! The meta-
stable state of alkali metals under epitaxial deformat
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~17!/11954~9!/$15.00
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along directions@001#, @110#, and @201# are identified; one
structure, presented for the case of@201#, is identified.~2!
With the above results, we illustrate the existence of
metastable states and the magnitudes of energy barrier d
mine the softening direction and sequences of epita
growth. ~3! An orthorhombic deformation path is used
investigate the experiment result, in which the structure
the alkali films K and Cs evolve from the quasihexagon
structure into the~110!-oriented bcc structure.

Using density functional theory~DFT! ~Ref. 17! within
local-density approximation, Marcus and Allipi12 and Alippi
et al.13 investigated tetragonal states from the epitaxial str
on ~001!-oriented metal films. The epitaxial bain path~EBP!,
produced by isotropic stress or strain on the~001! plane of
the tetragonal phase accompanied by vanishing stress
pendicular to the plane, was defined; stable and metast
phase were found on the EBP, and separated by an uns
region. By means of this, an observed tetragonal state c
be identified as a strained form of a particular phase. T
studied the EBP of metal materials V, Cu, Co, Ti, Sr, Li,
and Rb, and compared with experiments.

When materials grow epitaxially on a specified thick su
strate, materials will be strained so that its atoms grow
registry with the substrate. If the strain energy is small,
materials are said to be soft with respect to the direct
and/or plane; in the opposite case, it is said to be hard.
strain energy is dependent on growth direction and the in
action between the material and substrate~in the present pa-
per, only the effect of the direction is considered!. Within the
harmonic approximation,7,18–24the softening direction of ep
itaxial growth is independent of lattice constant of the su
strate and definitive, i.e., if@001# is the softest direction, then
@111# must be the hardest direction, and vice versa. Ozo¸š
et al.6,11 have shown that this order does not hold for lar
deformations. Their calculations illustrated the shift of t
softening direction by the anharmonic strain: the softest
rection under the biaxial compression is@201# and the hard-
est direction under the biaxial tension is@110#. The softening
under tension along the directions@001# and @111# is attrib-
11 954 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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uted to the lower energy difference between bcc and
phases. With the linear augmented plane wave met
~LAPW!, Ozoliņš et al. investigated the epitaxial deforma
tion of the noble metals Cu, Ni, Ag, and Au. In their work
the softest direction@201# under compression is explained b
the loose packing of atoms in the~201! planes.

The adsorption of alkali metal atoms on metal surfaces
the submonolayer has attracted much attention~experimen-
tally and theoretically! in recent years, partly due to the di
covery of a variety of new adsorbate phases and techno
cal applications, see Refs. 25–27. Considerably less wor
the literature is related to alkali metal films with thickness
exceeding one monolayer. Recently, Benedeket al28 investi-
gated the growth of a Na film deposited on the Cu~001! plane
experimentally. Their work revealed that the Na film exhib
a quasihexagonal structure, which gradually evolves with
creasing number of layers into~110!-oriented bcc structure
Hulpke et al.29 extended the work of Benedeket al. to the
other alkali-metal-substrate systems, i.e., K/Ni~001! and Cs/
Cu~111!, whose growth behavior is similar to that found b
Benedeket al. They found a transition of the alkali meta
films from the quasihexagonal structure to the bulk~110!-
oriented bcc structure occurs more rapidly as one proce
from Na to K and Cs.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the calc
lational formulas are listed. Sec. III gives the equilibriu
properties and energy differences of bcc and fcc of alk
metals K, Rb, and Cs. The results and discussions are
sented in Sec. IV. To find the possible metastable state
these alkali metals, both the tensile and compressive ep
ial strain along various directions and/or planes are con
ered, and the resulting softening sequences are discusse
Sec. V, we investigate the structural transition of alkali me
films from hcp to bcc. The conclusions are given in the l
section.

II. COMPUTATIONAL FRAME

A. Epitaxial strain energy and softening function

In this section, formulas that are used in present work
given. As shown in Ref. 6, some assumptions are neces
First, the film, being much thinner than the substrate, ma
tains coherency with the substrate and plastically deform
accommodate the lattice mismatch at the interface. Furt
more, the film is thick enough so that the chemical inter
tion energy at the film-substrate interface and the fil
vacuum surface is negligibly small in comparison to t
elastic deformation energy of the film.~By means of this, our
calculations are implemented by a strained bulk without
substrate. It is more realistic to do with a strained slab,
suggested in Ref. 13.! The effect of other imperfections, e.g
surface steps, terraces, impurities, and inhomogene
strained fields, are excluded. We consider a film cohere
strained on a substrate oriented along the directionĜ with
the surface unit cell vectorsa1 anda2, orthogonal toĜ. The
epitaxial strain energyEepi(a1 ,a2 ,Ĝ) is the strain energy de
formed in the growth plane with the unit cell vectors$a1 ,a2%
of the substrate, and relaxed with respect to the out-of-pl
vectorsc:
c
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Eepi~a1 ,a2 ,Ĝ!5min
c

@Etot~a1 ,a2 ,c!#2Etot~aeq!. ~1!

Here,a1 anda2 are determined by the following relation:

ai5S as

aeq
Dai

0 , i 51,2, ~2!

whereas andaeq are lattice parameters of the substrate a
the unstrained film, respectively, anda1

0 anda2
0 are the sur-

face unit vectors of the unstrained film. So the epitax
strain energy becomes a function of strain and directionĜ
only:

Eepi@~as /aeq!a1
0 ,~as /aeq!a2

0 ,Ĝ#[Eepi~as ,Ĝ![Eepi~«,Ĝ!,
~3!

where«5(as2aeq)/aeq .
The softening function is defined as

q~Ĝ,«!5
Eepi~«,Ĝ!

Ebulk~«!
, ~4!

whereEbulk(«)5Etot(as)2E(aeq) is the strain energy unde
hydrostatic pressure. For harmonic strain bothEepi(«,Ĝ) and
Ebulk(«) are linear functions of the strain squared, and
resultingqharm(Ĝ)7 is

qharm~Ĝ!512
B

C111Dgharm~Ĝ!
, ~5!

where B5 1
3 (C1112C12), D5C442

1
2 (C112C12), and

gharm(Ĝ) is a geometric function of the spherical angl
formed by Ĝ. From the above equation, we see that t
softening function is independent of the lattice constant, a
the softest and hardest directions are definitive. If deform
tion of the substrate is included, the softening function w
depend on the strain energy of the substrate and inter
energy, and a simple analytic formula will not exist.

In our calculations, we find that the equilibrium fcc stru
ture of alkali metals is the energetically most favorable
absolute zero and low pressure, compared to the bcc and
structures, and is selected as the initial unstrained struct

B. ab initio calculations

The total energy calculations are implemented by us
the ab initio pseudopotential plane wave method,30 and the
pseudopotentials are generated by the Hamann approac31,32

within the local-density approximation of Perdew an
Zunger.33 The cutoff energy of K, Rb, and Cs are 7, 7, and
Ry, respectively. An electronic temperature is introduced
the following purposes:~1! to improve the Brillouin zone
sampling and~2! to reduce oscillations of the electron de
sity by decreasing the amount of charge which flows
tween the states near Fermi level as the electronic struc
evolves in the self-consistent loop. Here, the electronic te
perature is set 0.3 eV, and the total energy is reduced
absolute zero by approach of Gillan.34 With these param-
eters, ourk-space mesh is 12312312 for four atoms in a fcc
supercell at the equilibrium constant, and the total ene
changed less than;0.01 mRy. To keep the calculations un
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TABLE I. Equilibrium properties of K, Rb, and Cs. Comparison with previous first principles calculat
and experimental data are also given. The left column is for bcc, and the right column is for fcc. Th
length is Bohr, moduli is GPa, the energy difference per atom between bcc and fcc,DE5Ebcc2Efcc , is in
mRy. Exp. means experimental results.

a0 C11 C12 C44 a0 C11 C12 C44 DE

K a 9.65 3.59 2.87 2.98 12.17 4.07 3.19 2.97 0.12
K b 9.50 6.1 4.9 11.99 5.7 5.0 0.02
K ~Exp.! 9.87d 4.16c 3.4c 2.86c

Rb a 10.43 2.99 2.55 2.10 13.15 3.35 2.68 1.98 0.12
Rb b 10.129 4.5 3.8 12.756 4.6 4.0 0.17
Rb ~Exp.! 10.55d 3.42c 2.88c 2.21c

Csa 11.54 2.10 1.83 1.48 14.55 2.34 1.84 1.36 0.18
Cs ~Exp.! 11.42d 2.59c 2.17c 1.6c

aPresent work.
bReference 35 with WIEN95.
cElastic constants atT54.2 K ~Ref. 36!.
dbcc lattice constants atT55 K ~Ref. 37!.
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der the same accuracy, the number ofk points per unit length
of deformed structures is held constants approximately.

III. EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES OF ALKALI METALS

The equilibrium properties of K, Rb, and Cs with bcc a
fcc structures are calculated and are shown in Table I.
experimental data listed are from the stable and low temp
ture phases. Agreement between experiment and theo
good. For comparison, we also calculate the equilibri
properties of alkali metals within the generalized gradi
approximation~GGA! and considered the nonlinear intera
tion of core-valence exchange correlation. Although it h
been shown that the GGA and the nonlinear core correc
is necessary for alkali metal atoms,38 we find that, the result-
ing elastic moduli is too small, for example, C11 of K: 3.03
GPa ~bcc! and 3.38 GPa~fcc!, compared to the results ob
tained using the LDA of 3.59 GPa~bcc! and 4.07 GPa~fcc!,
and experimental value, 4.16 GPa. We therefore chos
e
a-
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t

s
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implement the LDA throughout the paper. As shown
Table I, both bcc and fcc are structural stable, where the
phase is energetically favorable. These trend agree well w
the previous full potential linear augmented plane wave~FP-
LAPW! calculations.35

IV. EPITAXIAL DEFORMATION OF ALKALI METAL

A. Metastable state

In this section, epitaxial deformations of alkali metals,
Rb, and Cs, subjected to an isotropic expansion and c
pression on the~001!, ~110!, ~111!, and ~201! planes, are
investigated. The results for the~001! case are shown in Fig
1. During deformation, tetragonal symmetry is held, and
extrema is approached at the state with higher symme
When the ratio of c/a decreases from the initial value 1
1/A2 by the biaxial expansion of the~001! plane, the struc-
ture transforms from fcc to bcc. The variations of longitud
-

l
-

FIG. 1. The epitaxial strain en
ergy of K, Rb, and Cs along the
direction @001#. Two phases with
fcc ~stable! and bcc~metastable!
structure, separated by a loca
maximum with tetragonal symme
try, are found.
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FIG. 2. The variation of the
longitudinal strain versus the
transverse strain of alkali metal K
along various directions. Refer
ring this figure, the structural pa
rameter of strained structure ca
be obtained. The appearance
Rb and Cs is similar.
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nal strain of K under the various directions and/or plan
versus the transverse strain are shown in Fig. 2; the app
ance of Rb and Cs is similar, and are not presented.
shown in Sec. III, both the fcc and bcc states of K, Rb, a
Cs are structural stable at absolute zero, and will stay at
local minimum. Referring to the structural parameters giv
by Fig. 2, the right local minimum in Fig. 1 can be identifie
as the bcc structure, and for Rb and Cs, the conclusio
same. Between these two minima, there exists a local m
mum without higher symmetry than the tetragonal structu
as shown in Fig. 1. Since both the fcc and bcc states are
of stress and are located at a local minimum, they are
phase of the materials, and the bcc state is a metastable p
due to its higher energy. Under biaxial compression, th
are no metastable states. It is worth mentioning that the
sponses of the three alkali metals under the epitaxial stra
absolute zero are similar, and this feature is held for ot
directions.
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The materials under the loading on the~110! plane show
no metastable state, as shown in Fig. 3, this is becaus
higher symmetry than the initial structure occurs. In the c
of the ~111! plane, trigonal symmetry is held throughout th
deformation path. The value of c/a ratio, equal toA6 at the
initial state, decreases and goes through the stateA6/2 and
A6/4 under the biaxial tension. These two special values
correspond to the simple cubic~sc! structure and the bcc
structure, by some geometric calculations. Owing to th
higher symmetry, it must be located at the extrema, resp
tively. Concerning Figs. 4 and 2, the local maximum can
identified as the sc structure, and the right local minimum
the bcc structure, presented as a metastable state fo
higher energy than the fcc phase, respectively. The ene
barrier ~note the change in the energy scale compared
Figs. 1 and 3! is very big for the large difference of structur
parameters of these two phases evolved on the epitaxial p
-

e

FIG. 3. The epitaxial strain en
ergy of K, Rb, and Cs along the
direction @110#. The metastable
state are not found throughout th
configurational space.
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FIG. 4. The epitaxial strain en
ergy of K, Rb, and Cs along the
direction @111#. Two phases with
fcc ~stable! and bcc~metastable!,
separated by a local maximum
with simple cubic ~sc! structure,
are found. Note the change in th
energy scale compared to the Fi
1.
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With increase of the atomic number, the energy barrier
creases. Just like the deformation on the~001! plane, there
does not exist a metastable state under the compression

When the materials grow on the~201! plane, the case is
somewhat more complicated, and its initial unstrained~010!
section is shown in Fig. 5. Lattice vectors of the supercell
a15@010#, a252@100#12@001#, a352@100#1@001# ~the
unit is as), respectively. The supercell contains twenty
oms: ten atoms are shown in Fig. 5~black circles!, and the
remaining atoms can be obtained by a displacement ve
(0.5,0.5,0)as . The epitaxial strain energy of K, Rb, and C
on this plane are shown in Fig. 6. From this figure, we fin
under the biaxial compressive strain, a local minimum
present, and one metastable state occurs. The correspo
structural parameters, e.g., K, can be obtained by referrin
Figs. 6 and 2. Considering Fig. 5 and the structural para
eters obtained, we know, the symmetry of the resulting str
ture is very low; no simple structure can be identified, a
we call it a ‘‘superstructure’’ of alkali metals. This ‘‘super
structure’’ is approached after suffering a large structu
transformation, and the corresponding energy barrier, wh
decreases with increase of the atomic number, is huge, c
pared to Fig. 1. No metastable state is found under bia
tension.

B. The softening direction

Based on the above results, the softening function of
Rb, and Cs are calculated. Due to the similarity of the alk
metals considered under the epitaxial deformation at the
solute zero, only the results for K are presented, and
conclusions obtained can likely be applied to Rb and Cs.
epitaxial strain energy on the plane~001!, ~110!, ~111!, and
~201! and the strain energy under the hydrostatic pressure
plotted in Fig. 7~a!; the softening functions q(Ĝ,«) calcu-
lated are given in Fig. 7~b!.

At the small strain, as shown in Fig. 7~b!, the softest
direction is @001#, while the hardest direction is@111#; the
magnitudes of the softening function along the directio
-
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@110# and @201# are intermediate. These results agree w
the traditional harmonic theory. However, with increase
the strain, the softening functions begin to cross and beco
dependent on the lattice constant of the substrate sig
cantly; the sequence of the softening functions shifts, resp
tively. Because, under the expansive strain along the di
tions @001# and@111# ~as shown in above calculations!, there
exist metastable states, and the growth of K, Rb, and C
these two cases are softened. Furthermore, the direc
@001# becomes the softest direction due to its smaller ene
barrier than that of the@111#, and this still agrees with the
harmonic theory. The growth along the directions@110# and
@201# under the expansion becomes difficult due to the
sence of a metastable state. Because the~201! plane is a
loose packing plane compared to the~110! plane, it is ener-

FIG. 5. The initial unstrained structure model when the mate
als grow along the direction@201#. Lattice vectors of supercell are
a15@010#, a252@100#12@001#, a352@100#1@001#, the
unit is as . The plane shown in the figure is~010! plane. The super-
cell contains twenty atoms: ten atoms are shown in the figure~black
circles!, and the remaining can be obtained by a displacement v
tor (0.5,0.5,0)as .
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FIG. 6. The epitaxial strain en
ergy of K, Rb, and Cs along the
direction @201#. Two phases with
fcc ~stable! and superstructure
~metastable! without any simple
structure, separated by a loca
maximum, are found. Note the
change in the energy scale com
pared to the Fig. 1.
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getically favorable. This makes the growth along the dir
tion @110# the hardest direction, instead of the directi
@111#, as predicted by the harmonic theory.

From Fig. 7~b!, we see that the softest direction under t
large biaxial compression is@201#, instead of@001# as given
by the harmonic theory. This fact illustrates sufficien
strong dependence of the epitaxial growth on the existenc
the metastable state. However, the hardest direction is
@111#, the same as obtained with the harmonic theory.
though Ozolin¸š et al.6 had found that the direction@201# is
the softest direction under the biaxial compression for no
metals, the metastable state found here was not expli
shown in their papers, and they attributed the softening to
comparable loose packing in the~201! planes.

V. hcp TO bcc

As mentioned in the Sec. I, Na films can be deposited
the Cu~001! plane, and the initial structure is a quasihexag
nal structure. With increase of the number of the layers,
quasihexagonal structure distorts and evolves into a~110!-
oriented bcc structure. A similar phenomenon is also fou
in the K/Ni~001! and Cs/Cu~111! systems. Despite the dif
ference of crystallographic plane of the substrates, the re
ing structure is the same.

Recently, Craievichet al.16 investigated the hcp→ bcc
transformation of transitional metals via first principles to
energy calculations at finiteelectronictemperature, and thei
method can be used to investigate the above experime
phenomena. In this method, a orthorhombic two-atom u
cell with the lattice constantsa, b, and c is defined. The
atoms are at~0,0,0! and (ja,0,c/2). Both of the hcp and bcc
structures can be included in this supercell. The relations
between the orthorhombic parameters and the conventi
cells are for hcp structure,a5A3ahcp, b5ahcp, c5chcp,
and j51/3; for bcc structure,a5c5A2abcc, b5abcc, and
j51/2. To require the distance of the nearest and ne
nearest neighbors in and out of plane equal and volume
-
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serving, a set of a single-parameter control equations
obtained as shown in the following:

c2

a2
54j~12j!, ~6!

b2

a2
5j, ~7!

a35
V

j~12j!1/2
, ~8!

where V5(1/2)abc. The lattice constantsa, b, and c are
determined in terms of the single parameterj. When j
51/3, it corresponds to the hexagonal in-plane ordering

S c

aD 2

5
8

9
5

1

3 S c

aD
hcp

2

, ~9!

i.e., ideal hcpc/a ratio. Similar, forj51/2, the correct bcc
structure is obtained. In this supercell, the plane construc
by lattice vectorsa and b in the case ofj51/3 is just the
~0001! plane of hcp with hexagonal symmetry, andj51/2,
~110! plane of bcc structure, respectively.16,39

Our results for K, Rb, and Cs at the absolute zero
given in Fig. 8, and the path of the structural transition fro
hcp to bcc is built. For higher symmetry in the hcp and b
structures along this path, the corresponding state shoul
an extrema.16 From Fig. 8, we find that both of hcp and bc
are in a local minimum, and hcp structure is also one of
phase of the alkali metals considered. This is different fr
the Craievich’s results,16 in which the bcc state of the tran
sitional metals Nb and Mo stayed at the local minimum, a
the hcp state at the local maximum, i.e., an unstable st
The energy difference per atom between the bcc and
phase, i.e.,Ebcc2Ehcp, is 0.062 mRy for K, 0.115 mRy for
Rb, and 0.121 mRy for Cs. The resulting energy differen
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FIG. 7. The epitaxial strain en
ergy~a! and softening function~b!
of K along the directions@001#,
@110#, @111#, and @201#. Here,
bulk means the strain energy un
der the hydrostatic pressure.
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per atom between hcp and fcc,Ehcp2Efcc is 0.06 mRy for K,
0.007 mRy for Rb~almost no difference!, and 0.06 mRy for
Cs, respectively. The resulting energy sequence of al
metals K, Rb, and Cs from high to low is bcc→ hcp
→ fcc at absolute zero temperature and low pressure, w
agree with the previousab initio calculations.40 hcp and bcc
structures are connected by an orthorhombic deforma
path.

In the experiments of Hulpkeet al.,29 it was found that the
transition of the alkali metal films from the quasihexagon
structure to the bulk~110!-oriented bcc structure occurs mo
rapidly as one proceeds from Na to K and Cs. However
shown in Fig. 8, energy barrier from hcp to bcc increa
from K to Rb and Cs, while the depth of the potential well
the bcc state becomes shallower, i.e., with increase of
atomic number, the transition becomes more difficult and
resulting structure destabilized. On the other hand, the
li

ch

n

l

s
s

e
e
p

structure is always energetically more favorable than the
structure, in present calculations, i.e., at absolute zero t
perature and low pressure, and the structural transition f
hcp to bcc will not be expected. To resolve these questi
one should consider the effect of thermodynamics,16,41,42and
the relative stability of the various phases at finite tempe
tures as determined by the Gibbs free energy, which inclu
the contribution from the pressure-volume term, vibrati
entropy and electronic entropy. We also note that the ene
difference, typically 0.1 mRy, between hcp and bcc of thr
alkali metals is comparatively small. Small disturbanc
e.g., vibration entropy, the pressure-volume term, the ef
of the interface, or imperfection of the film can change t
relative stability of these two phases completely. Actually
terrace size of at least several 100 Å cannot be excluded
all the substrates in the experimental samples,29 and strain,
introduced by the lattice mismatch at the substrate-film in
face, is gradually removed during the growth process.
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FIG. 8. The total energy along
the orthorhombic deformation
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The epitaxial deformation of the alkali metals K, Rb, a
Cs on the various planes, i.e.,~001!, ~110!, ~111!, and~201!,
has been investigated. Metastable states, besides the
phase, are identified except for the case of~110! plane. The
fcc structure is always the stable and energetically favora
phase. The metastable bcc structure has been found by
ial tension on the~001! and ~111! planes and a metastab
state without any simple structure is obtained by biax
compression when the materials deform on the~201! plane.

The existence of the metastable states and the magn
of the energy barriers significantly affect the softening dir
tion and the corresponding softening sequence of epita
deformation of the materials. The existence of the bcc ph
under biaxial tension in the@001# and@111# directions results
in softening in these two directions. Owing to the smal
energy barrier in the@001# direction, compared to the@111#
direction, it becomes the softest direction. For the loo
atomic packing in the~201! planes, the deformations on th
plane under biaxial tension becomes the hardest. When b
ial compression is loaded on the materials, the@201# direc-
ys

es
fcc

le
ax-

l

de
-
ial
se

r

e

x-

tion becomes the softest direction due to the existence of
metastable states. The resulting sequence of the softe
function from soft to hard is, under biaxial compressio
@201#, @110#, @001#, and @111#; under biaxial tension,@001#,
@111#, @201#, and@110#. At the absolute zero temperature, th
response of the alkali metals K, Rb, and Cs versus the
taxial strain in the various planes are similar.

An orthorhombic deformation path is used to investiga
the fact, that the structure of the alkali films K and C
evolves from the quasihexagonal structure into the~110!-
oriented bcc structure, as observed by experiments. H
ever, further work, concerning the effect of thermodynami
the interface and imperfections, is necessary.
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